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Abstract 
In-service tube testing by ultrasonic test methods has been carried out for many years.  A popular option is the 
Internal Rotary Inspection System (IRIS).  Recent developments have made it possible to eliminate the 
mechanical rotation in some applications.  This paper illustrates how Civa simulation software can be used to 
evaluate several ultrasonic tube inspection techniques including the IRIS setup and some variations on the 
original concepts.  Monoelement, multi-element and rotating mirror techniques are reviewed and as well as the 
potential for phased-array techniques for in-service tube testing.  
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1.  Introduction 
 
Tubes are available in a wide variety of metals and metal alloys and a range of diameters and 
wall thicknesses.  Tubes can be manufactured in several ways that result in either seamed 
(welded) or seamless tubing.   
 
Although sometimes used interchangeably, the terms pipe and tube have different meanings.  
Whereas pipe is always round, tubes can be round, oval, irregular oval, square or rectangular.  
The difference between round tube and round pipe is based primarily on the way their 
dimensions are referenced.  Pipe size is based on inside diameter and schedule.  The inside 
diameter is usually termed the “nominal diameter” and the thickness is termed the schedule.  
Round tube is always measured based on the outside diameter and wall thickness.  In addition 
to the method of identifying dimensions, tube usually has tighter tolerances than pipe and the 
outside diameter of a nominal pipe size will not change but the inside diameter will.   
 
Ultrasonic inspection of tubular products is used at both the fabrication and in-service stages. 
 
When ultrasonic inspection is required during the fabrication stage of tubing the technique 
used may depend on whether or not the tube was welded or seamless.  Welded tube may 
require a separate inspection to assess the weld integrity.  Seamless tubes can be inspected to 
assess concentricity of the inside and outside diameters, wall thickness and a general 
volumetric inspection for internal or surface flaws.  Ultrasonic inspection systems in mills 
typically use a “stuffing box” that allows the tubes to be spun while being advanced past an 
array of immersion probes that interrogate the tube volume.   
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Tubes are often used in heat exchange components where they can suffer deterioration from 
several factors including; erosion, corrosion, fretting and stress-corrosion cracking or over-
straining at swaged fittings.  When assembled in a heat exchange unit tubes are often only 
accessible from the inside of the tube.  The outside surface of the tubes are usually not 
accessible due to the surrounding shell of the heat exchanger vessel or the tubes are so close 
together that access is limited.  Another access problem can exist for tubes that are covered 
with fins or studs to increase their heat transfer capabilities.   
 
In the mid to late 1970s a simple design existed for inspecting boiler tubes in large fireboxes.  
The tubes were flooded from the water drum (or mud drum) up to near the steam drum and 
the operator pushed the 4-probe centring unit down each tube and slowly pulled it up while 
the wall thickness of the tubes was monitored by recording the four B-scans generated by the 
multiplexed probes.  This provided a good sampling of the condition of the tubes in the 
firebox but was limited to four lines at 90°.  An example of the multi-probe tool is shown in 
Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1 4 element tube inspection tool (Harisonic Industries Ltd.) 
 
Even small diameter steam generator tubes were sometimes inspected using small probes with 
one or more elements arranged to take a sample strip of the conditions along the tube.  In 
some solutions, multiple monoelement probes were mounted in fixed housings at a variety of 
angles so as to add circumferential and axial crack detection capabilities to the more typical 
wall thickness assessment.  Figure 2 is an example of a sequenced multiple monoelement 
probe-holder with wall thickness and crack-detection probes. 
 

 
Figure 2 Multiple monoelement steam-generator tube inspection tool (Sigma 
Transducers Inc.) 
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In 1979 the IRIS system was introduced.  IRIS is the acronym for Internal Rotating Inspection 
System (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).  Unlike the original multi-probe system, the IRIS system uses a 
single probe that reflects its beam off a rotating mirror.  By using water flow, a turbine 
regulates the speed of mirror rotation and by regulating the pulse repetition frequency the data 
acquisition can be adjusted to obtain optimised surface coverage.  Normal inspection 
parameters for IRIS include water volume/pressure, rotational speed, probe frequency, probe 
diameters and probe focal length.  
 
References 1 through 7 provide an extensive description of the variables of an IRIS system 
including its pros and cons and adaptation to larger diameter “pipe” for pigging.  
 
A significant advantage of the rotating mirror technique is that it provides 360° coverage of 
the tube volume  
 
Over the years, other options have been used for ultrasonic inspection of heat exchanged 
tubing.  Paul Meyer (8) described a system that used an 8 probe sequenced array that provided 
nearly full coverage over 360°.   
 
Karpelson (9) discusses several options to inspect tubes with 360° coverage without a 
mechanical rotating component.  He mentions phased-array probes and also provides 
examples of prototype signal elements he calls tube-probes and cone-probes where the tube-
probe is in the shape of a cylinder concentric to the tube it is inspecting and the cone-probe is 
a truncated cone centred in the tube being inspected.  
 
Chen (10) and Seto (11) describe a variation on the IRIS system where the mirror is rotated by 
means of a motorised shaft instead of a water turbine.   
 
Other acoustic methods for testing tubes have been described.  Amir (12) describes a 
technique using the air column produced within the tube.  Vinogradov (13) describes another 
technique using guided wave technology with a magnetostrictive sensor.  
 
In this paper we will use Civa simulation software to examine some of the aspects relating to 
beam formation and flaw detection in ultrasonic tube inspections using shaped monoelements, 
mirrors and phased-arrays.  
 
 
2. Civa Modelling Parameters 
 
Round tubing is available in a large range of diameters and thickness.  For the purposes of the 
Civa modelling in this paper we have selected a representative samples for small and medium 
sized tubes.  Geometric details of the tubes used are indicated in Table 1.   
 
Table 1 Sample Tube Sizes 
 

Outside diameter  
mm (inch) 

Wall thickness  
mm (inch) 

25.4 (1.0) 3.05 (0.120) 
73 (2.875) 6.35 (0.250) 
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Heat exchanger tubing is typically made using the “drawn over mandrel” process and is 
therefore seamless (i.e. no longitudinal weld).  The 25.4mm diameter tube is typical of a 
larger diameter used in steam generators or condensers.  Typically the materials for these are 
stainless steel or brass alloys.  For this paper, stainless steel acoustic properties were used.  
 
The 73mm diameter sample is typical of a tube size used in the banks of tubes (tube platens) 
found in power boilers.  Typically the material for these is carbon steel.  For this paper, 
carbon steel acoustic properties were used. 
 
The mechanical issues involved in internal tube inspections such as maintaining a constant 
water coupling (free of air bubbles) and suitable flow when water-flow is required to provide 
the source of mirror rotation, are not addressed here.  These issues can present significant 
obstacles to an effective working system.  
 

3. Monoelement Probes 
 
The parametric study option of Civa provides an ideal tool for optimisation of probe 
parameters.  The tube geometry means there are obvious physical limits for the probe size and 
positioning.  However, variables such as diameter, frequency and radius of curvature (ROC) 
for beam focussing can be optimised.  For thickness testing, the entry ring-time can limit the 
resolution of features near the inside surface.  When detection and depth estimation of pits 
that form from the outside surface of the tube is important, then the sensitivity near the 
outside surface is to be optimised.  Resolution and sensitivity comparisons were carried out 
for several potential probe designs and waterpath distances.  Simulated scanning in the 73mm 
diameter tube used 1mm and 2mm diameter flat bottom holes drilled from the outside tube 
surface and having 1mm, 2mm and 3mm ligaments from the inside surface.  Figure 3 
indicates a B-scan overlaid along the targets in the 73mm diameter tube.  
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Figure 3 FBH targets and B-scan on targets in simulated 73mm diameter tube 
 
 
By comparing responses for amplitude, shape of signal at the inside surface interface and 
assessing the resolution of the FBHs with the smallest ligaments, the probe for the 73mm tube 
was selected as one with a 10MHz nominal frequency, 80% bandwidth, 35mm ROC and 
20mm waterpath.  The comparison of A-scans using the superposition feature of Civa is 
illustrated in Figure 4.  The red trace indicates the unfocussed (flat) probe and the blue trace 
indicates the probe with 30mm ROC.  
 

 
 
Figure 4 A-scan comparison 2mm FBH at 1mm ligament for some of the probes 
considered for inspection of the 73mm diameter tube 
 

Solid black trace indicates 
probe with 10MHz 25mm 
ROC and 20mm waterpath 

2mm FBH at 1mm ligament 
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A similar comparison (see Figure 5) was carried out for monoelements considered for the 
25.4mm diameter tube.  With its thinner wall, the nominal frequency selected was 15MHz and 
it was determined that the responses from the 3mm diameter and 2.5x2.5mm square elements 
provided very similar signals and both could resolve the 1mm diameter FBH with a 1mm 
ligament from the inside surface and both could detect the 2mm FBH located with a 3mm 
ligament (i.e. equivalent to 0.05mm depth from the outside wall.  Larger element sizes and 
lower frequency probes were determined to be inadequate to resolve the 1mm ligament upon 
entry at the tube insider surface.  
 
 

 
Figure 5 Comparing 3mm diameter (upper B-scan) and 2.5x2.5mm square 
elements (lower B-scan) using 2mm diameter FBHs in 25.4mm diameter tube (black A-
scan indicates 3mm diameter & green A-scan for the 2.5x2.5mm square element). 
 

Single line Wall thickness assessment with monoelement probes 
 
Using a 3mm diameter 15MHz element with 6mm waterpath, we can see that good detection 
can be achieved, as long as the probe is aligned with the features of concern as modelled in 
Figure 6.  The modelled targets include a flat bottom hole 2mm diameter 1mm deep and 2 
corrosion simulated depressions 10m long 5mm wide and 1mm deep from the outside and 
inside surfaces.  
 

3mm dia. unfocussed 

2.5x2.5mm 
unfocussed 

1mm ligament 0.05mm from backwall 
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Figure 6 Civa model of a single element 3mm diameter 15MHz assessing wall 
thickness of 25.4mm tube.  
 
Increasing the number of elements and collecting separate B-scans for each element improves 
the coverage while still maintaining reasonable sensitivity to small flaws.  This is illustrated 
in Figure 7 where 4 elements are used at 90° increments around the inside surface of the tube.  
The elements modelled are each 2.5mm square and 15MHz.  
 
 

 

 
 
Figure 7 Civa model of 4 element probe assessing wall thickness of 25.4mm tube.  
 
The C-scan in Figure 7 indicates a slight amplitude variation between elements. This is due to 
a small difference in the waterpath distances for each of the elements.  Waterpath variation 
will result when the probe is not exactly centred.  In the model used for Figure 7 the minimum 
waterpath was 3.57mm and the maximum was 3.77mm. 
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When the individual beam size for these small probes is considered we find that a relatively 
small area is being integrated at the tube surface.  Figure 8 indicates that the beam area covers 
a region of about 1.5x3.5mm on the outside surface of the tube.  
 

 
 
Figure 8 Approximate beam dimensions of 6mm diameter 10MHz element with 
30mm ROC at 20mm waterpath inside 73mm diameter tube.  
 
With beam dimensions on the order of 3-4mm in the circumferential direction, it would 
require many elements to provide 360° coverage, especially for medium to large diameter 
tubes.  
 
 
Circumferential and Axial Crack Detection  
 
Ultrasonic crack detection from the inside of tubing is accomplished by simply tilting the 
probes in the centring module so that refraction occurs.  
Simulating surface-breaking notches on the inside and outside surfaces of the tubes we can 
use Civa to indicate the sort of response that can be expected for configurations similar to that 
seen in Figure 2.  By tilting the elements forward to produce a nominal 45° shear in the tube, 
circumferential planar flaws can be detected along the scan path.  Figure 9 illustrates the C-
scan produced by using 4 elements (2.5x2.5mm 15MHz) at 90° intervals around the inside 
surface of the tube.  Inside and outside connected notches 1mm deep and either 3mm or 6mm 
long were used as targets.  The figure also illustrates the probe and notches (far right) and the 
probe and notches with the C-scan overlaid on the tube (centre).  
  

Circ. direction 
Axial direction 
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Figure 9 Detection of surface breaking slots using 4 elements at 90° spacing and 
inclined to produce 45° shear mode in tube  
 
Each target is seen separately by a different probe confirming the very small area of 
interaction of the beam on the tube surface.  Used on smaller diameter tubes the uninspected 
areas between the beams would reduce, but there would still be potentially missed surfaces.  
Of course, increasing the diameter of the tubes being inspected using just 4 discrete bands 
would result in even larger areas missed.  Some attempt at increased surface coverage may be 
had using wider elements, but this is usually at the expense of reducing sensitivity to smaller 
flaws.  
 
Increasing the element width to increase circumferential area is illustrated in Figure 10 where 
the element width is increased to 5mm and we use 1x1mm outside surface notches to assess 
the beam coverage.  By offsetting each notch 10mm along the tube axis an “Echodynamic 
Increment” scan can be used to indicate the coverage of the larger element.  Figure 10 
indicates that 6dB coverage exists for only about 20° off the centre axis of an element that is 
5mm wide.   

1x3 mm ID 

1x3 mm OD 

1x6 mm ID 

1x6 mm OD 
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Figure 10 Approximate 20° circumferential coverage estimated using 1x1mm 
surface breaking circumferential notches with 2.5x5mm 15MHz elements using nominal 
45° refracted shear mode 
 
 
Tilting the element to produce an angled incidence in the circumferential direction provides a 
means of detecting axially oriented flaws.  The distance around the tube detection may occur 
will be dependent on many factors but for small diameter tubes a single probe on smooth 
surfaces can be expected to provide a useful detection typically 90-180° from the point of 
beam entry.  
 
Figure 11 illustrates detection of a 1x3mm notch on the insider surface of a 25.4mm diameter 
tube after travelling 4 full skips from the point of beam entry (100°).  
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Figure 11 1x3mm axial notch detection 100° from beam entry 
 
 
In-service corrosion and crack detection inspections of tubes can be accomplished using 
single monoelement setups or small numbers of monoelement probes in a suitable probe 
holder.  However, in nearly all cases, these configurations result in something less than 360° 
coverage of the tube.  For a quick assessment of trending in corrosion, one, two or four 
sample strips along the length of the tube may be adequate.  However, since some tube 
environments can result in isolated cracks or pitting or corrosion sites and it may not be 
possible to ensure that the beam is always located at the circumferential position of concern, 
some applications require a full volume examination.   
 
One approach (9) considered has been the tube-probe and cone-probe.  These were attempts to 
achieve 360° coverage without rotating the beam.  
 
Tube-probes and cone-probes proposed by Karpelson (9) are not likely to provide adequate 
solutions.  The modelling above indicates that the beam size at the tube surface needs to be 
similar to the expected flaw size if adequate sensitivity is to be achieved.  A proto-type tube-
probe described by Karpelson showed that such an element could be made.  However, he 
stated in his paper that tube-probes have lower sensitivity, resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, 
and accuracy of measurement than standard focused transducers.  
 
Civa modelling was used to illustrate why the tube-probe is not an effective solution to 
increasing coverage obtained using monoelement probes.  Figure 12 illustrates a “Tube-
probe” described by Karpelson.  It is configured to be concentric to the tube axis and the 
probe is located at an area of significant erosion with 30% wall loss.  Yet there is no evidence 
on the A-scan or B-scan to indicate the inside surface wall loss, nor the outside surface wall 
loss and the 1mm FBH drilled 1mm from the outside surface has no hope of being detected 
due to its very small area relative to the beam area.  
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Figure 12 Centred tube-probe (15MHz) for 25.4mm wall thickness tube  
 

 
 
Figure 13 Tube-probe (15MHz) B-scan off-centre by 1mm  
 
Figure 13 indicates how, in addition to having poor ability to detect even large areas of wall 
loss, a slight mis-centred condition results in both early and later arriving signals from the 
entry surface preventing any ability to discern wall thickness.  
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4. Rotating mirror 
 
Single element options whereby a probe is moved along in the tube to provide a single slice 
sample (or 3 or 4 slices in the case of a small number of small elements in a single holder), 
may have been popular due to the low cost low-tech approach; however, most clients would 
prefer a coverage of closer to 100% of the tube volume.  Tube-probes or cone-probes, 
although simple and inexpensive, have been demonstrated to be inadequate to achieve a 
useful sensitivity and resolution for common flaws.   
 
Rotating the beam whilst the probe is advanced along the tube has proven to be the most 
effective option.  Either the IRIS option with its water-driven turbine to rotate a mirror or its 
drive-shaft equivalent TRUSTIE (10, 11) provides a compact method of achieving full 
volume coverage.   
 
Civa simulation software is not directly equipped for IRIS modelling.  In Civa ultrasonic 
software the probe is considered the “element” and scanning involves moving the “element” 
(or elements in the case of phased-array probes) in defined patterns.  Since the IRIS probe 
combines the mirror and the element it is necessary to modify the approach.  Since the test 
specimen is a simple geometry, it is feasible to position the element and mirror in a model of 
the tubular specimen and arrange targets to move through the beam via the parametric study 
feature of Civa.   
 
By generating separate 3D CAD files (IGES file format) for the tube and mirror, Civa can be 
used to simulate a beam emitted from a probe and then calculate the interactions with 
geometries and flaws that include reflection from the mirror.  The beam reflected from the 
mirror to the tube is indicated in Figure 14.  For the 25.4mm diameter tube the probe selected 
is 15MHz 6.35mm diameter with a 40mm radius of curvature (ROC).  With a 20mm 
waterpath to the mirror, the beam focal point is near the entry point to the tube.  
For the 73mm- diameter tube, the probe selected is 10MHz 9mm diameter with a 300mm 
ROC and the waterpath from the probe to the mirror is 30mm.   

 
 
Figure 14 Mirror-reflected beams (25.4mm diameter tube 3.05mm wall left, 73mm 
diameter tube 6.35mm wall right).   
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Gating the flaw response of a reference 2mm diameter FBH as it passes through the beam, we 
can use the Civa parametric analysis feature to determine the beam width and approximate the 
maximum rotary step that could be tolerated to ensure detection of the reference target.  
 
For the 25.4mm diameter tube the maximised FBH signal is located with the beam aligned 
with the target (upper portion of Figure 15). 
 

 

 
 
Figure 15 Parametric study of FBH response over 10 degrees of rotation in a 
25.4mm diameter tube 
 
Figure 15 illustrates the effect of the 2mm diameter FBH passing through the mirror-reflected 
beam in the 25.4mm tube.  The amplitude varies from a maximum at 180° to a minimum at 
189°.  The -6dB response occurs with only 5° of rotation.  This suggests that data sampling 
cannot exceed approximately 5° increments for the target to detected 3 times in the -6dB 
beam envelope.   
 
Similarly, using a parametric variation to move the target through the beam axially, the 6dB 
envelope indicates that it requires just slightly over 1mm of axial motion to move the beam 
over the 2mm FBH reference target.  The red curve in Figure 16 indicates the FBH response 
as the target is moved axially in 1mm steps for 10 steps.   
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Figure 16 Parametric study of FBH response over 10 mm of axial movement in a 
25.4mm diameter tube 
 
 
The selection of the probe and waterpath for the 73mm diameter tube used a Civa parametric 
study to optimise the interface response.  Using too large a diameter probe or too much 
focusing distorts the water to tube interface signal.  A compromise was derived using a 
parametric study that provided a sharp rise and fall at the water-tube interface and also 
provided a clear response from the 2mm diameter FBH reference target.  Figure 17 indicates 
the defocusing effect by overlaying the ray paths over the beam plot and then illustrates the 
response to the FBH as significantly stronger than the backwall signal from the tube outside 
surface.  
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Figure 17 De-focussing effect reducing backwall (upper) and response from 2mm 
FBH (lower) 
 
As with the 25.4mm tube, a parametric study was carried out to assess the effective beam 
width of in the 73mm diameter tube.  Figure 18 plots the response of the 2mm diameter FBH 
over a 5° sweep in 0.5° increments from its peak.  The effective beam width as measured to 
the -6dB point is only 1.5°.  On the outside surface of the tube this is approximately 1mm of 
travel.   

 
Figure 18 Beam width determination (circumferential direction) by parametric 
study for 73mm tube 
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With the effective spot sizes determined, the pull-rates of the probes can be estimated so as to 
provide 100% volume coverage.  If we assume we require 3 firings in the estimated 6dB beam 
widths, the 25.4mm diameter tube setup would require approximately 72 firings per 
revolution and the 73mm diameter tube would require approximately 240 firings per 
revolution.  Assuming a 1mm axial beam dimension we could estimate the number of 
millimetres of axial motion required by dividing the number of firings per revolution into the 
effective pulse-repetition frequency. 
 
 

5. Phased Array and Fixed Mirror 
 
Karpleson’s (9) idea of an inspection system providing 100% surface coverage without the 
use of a rotating mirror was innovative but, as he pointed out, lacked resolution and 
sensitivity.  More recently, a solution to provide full volume inspections with a fixed mirror 
has been developed using phased-array concepts.  The solution is the so-called daisy probe.  
One of the commercial versions is available from Imasonic (14) and their design is illustrated 
in Figure 19.  Daisy probes are also popular for inspecting fastener holes (15, 16). 
 

 
 
Figure 19 Daisy probe (from Imasonic) 
 
For tube inspection the daisy probe is based on a ring or segmented annual array that directs 
the beam from one or more elements to a reflecting mirror that reflects the beam to the tube 
inside surface.  Electronic scanning can be used to rotate the beam through 360° without 
rotating the probe or the mirror.  As with the IRIS system, the angle of the mirror enables the 
beam to be given a straight or oblique incidence.  The probe is equipped with a centring 
mechanism and a water supply is still required, although the flow rate is not as critical as it 
would be when using water flow to regulate the mirror rotation speed of an IRIS probe.  
 
Positioning of a daisy probe in a 25.4mm tube is indicated in Figure 20.  The array is 
modelled with 2 rings.  The innermost ring is deactivated (this would be the location where 
the mirror is threaded into the probe housing).  In our modelled design the outside ring has a 
14mm outer diameter and its inner diameter is 7mm.  32 equal segments are located in the 
active outer ring with each segment having a dimension of approximately 1.25mm on the 
outer edge and tapering to about 0.6mm on the inner edge.  
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Figure 20 Side and end view of Civa modelled Daisy probe 
 
Since daisy probe has its elements used in a phased-array system, individual or multiple 
elements can be activated to adjust beam sensitivity.  Figure 21 indicates the beam shapes 
from both a single element firing and a firing of two adjacent elements. 
 

 

 
Figure 21 Daisy probe beam profiles (left side 1 element, right side 2 elements) 
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Adjusting the number of elements used affects the near zone position, sensitivity and 
resolution of the configuration.  So although the phased-array system can provide flexibility 
in the beam, the fixed position of the mirror will limit the option to use multiple elements in 
the array.   
 
Civa modelling was used to generate a scan firing 1 element at a time with five 2mm diameter 
FBH reference targets aligned with the beam centres.  The targets were configured to provide 
ligaments from 0.5mm to 2.5mm in 0.5mm increments.  Figure 22 indicates the probe 
position relative to the targets and the ability of the system to resolve all but the smallest 
ligament target.  Figure 22 indicates the A-scan obtained with the beam over the target with a 
2mm ligament from the tube inside surface.  
 

 
 
Figure 22 Daisy probe detection of 2mm diameter reference targets 
 
Although a stronger amplitude signal is had from the water-tube interface when using 2 
adjacent elements compared to a single element, the angular resolution is reduced and the 
relative amplitude of the reference target to the interface signal is also reduced.  The loss of 
angular resolution can be largely attributed to the curvature of the mirror which exacerbates 
the situation with the wider beam impinging on the mirror when 2 elements are fired 
simultaneously. 
 
Civa allows for experimentation to improve signal quality.  By adjusting the mirror shape 
from a simple flat cone to a slightly curved cone (50mm radius) and by applying a spherical 
focus to the probe surface (300mm radius of curvature), the beam can be made to focus on the 
tube outer surface.  The result is to reduce the signal amplitude of the water to tube interface 
while increasing the response of the reference target near the backwall.  
 
Figure 23 illustrates the effect of curvature of the probe and mirror on the A-scan response of 
the 2mm diameter FBH reference target.  In the case of a flat mirror and probe the backwall 
(BW) signal is slightly higher than the FBH response which is nearly 30dB lower than the 
water/tube interface signal compared to only about 17dB for the curved mirror and probe 
design.  
 

FBH 

Backwall 
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Figure 23 Comparing responses for flat mirror (left side A-scan) and curved mirror 
and curved probe (right side A-scan) and probe 
 
Civa modelling indicates that the effect of a slight focussing by curving both the probe and 
mirror can significantly improve the signal to noise ratio.  
 
Although most users may take advantage of exporting images from Civa, there is also an 
option to generate data export of the A-scans.  A-scan data is exported in the form of a txt file 
which can be used by software such as Microsoft Excel.  This can be used to generate a data 
display similar to that used by some analysis software using a “waterfall” type B-scan.  Figure 
24 is an example of a txt data output converted to an Excel plot from a single slice from a 
daisy-probe scan of four FBHs 2mm diameter in a 25.4mm tube with 3mm wall.  
 

Radiused probe 
surface 

Radiused mirror 
surface 

A-scan on FBH flat 
mirror and probe 

A-scan on FBH curved 
mirror and probe 

FBH 

BW 

FBH 

BW 
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Figure 24 A-scan data display from Civa txt output converted to Excel plot 
 
6. Conclusions 
The use of the IGES 3D CAD files and relatively high frequency probes meant that the 
meshing and accuracy defaults in Civa were not adequate.  Significantly higher resolution 
values were required (resulting in higher computation times). 
Civa modelling has demonstrated to provide useful information for in-service tube 
inspections.  From the simplest single monoelement scans to the more complex Daisy-probe 
configurations, Civa modelling has demonstrated to be capable of technique optimisation by;  

1. Frequency and element size selection to obtain near-surface resolution of targets 
2. Element focussing to improve signal to noise ratio 
3. Parametric studies to provide information to calculate sample intervals in the 

circumferential direction and axial speed of push or pull that ensure reference targets 
to be detected within given tolerances 

4. Allowing estimation of volume coverage when multiple monoelement probes are used 
5. Demonstrating issues with single element probes attempting to provide 360° surface 

coverage (i.e. Tube-probes and Cone-probes) 
6. Simulation of multiple skip techniques to detect axial and circumferential planar flaws 
7. Simulation of the IRIS technique whereby the rotating mirror is simulated by a 

parametric study moving the reference target through the beam 
8. The txt export feature of Civa allowing for innovative data displays using external 

software (such as Microsoft Excel) 
9. Simulating daisy-probe scanning and assessing the effect of single and multiple 

element firings 
10. Demonstrating how probe and mirror design can significantly increase signal to noise 

ratio for the daisy-probe technique 

Tube ID 

Tube OD 
2 FBHs 40° apart 
1mm ligament 

FBH 1.5mm 
ligament 

FBH 2mm 
ligament 
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